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Your Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D photography class – in the book! Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D offers DLSR users a photo-taking tool really worth bragging about. This book gives you tips and easy-to-follow instructions you need to understand the new camera and start taking these wonderful pictures right out of the box. First, it
demystifies all the terms of photography that professionals use, explains canon camera menus and settings, and shows you how to take control of color, sharpness, and lighting. Once you understand these skills, you can apply newly discovered knowledge to get better portraits, action photos, close-ups, and more. If most of your photo
experience has taken place behind the lens of your smartphone, don't be afraid! Quickly and easily learn all about Canon's tools to control focus and depth of field, get vivid colors, photograph landscapes, transfer files to your COMPUTER, and more. Get up to speed on camera settings and menu options Take quick photos in automatic
mode or be creative with manual settings Apply your knowledge to get better portraits and action shots Find tips for customizing your camera to suit your needs If you like to take pictures and want to play with a fantastic dslr camera, the Canon Rebel T6/1300D For recalcitent is a fast track to get the perfect image snaps in flash memory!
The new year brings you the opportunity to invest in new equipment and turn your interest in photography into a valuable skill. If you've upgraded your old point-and-shoot camera or smartphone to a Set of Canon EOS Rebel T6 or EOS Rebel T7 lenses, this quick guide will show you how easy it is to get started. With a few basic tips, you'll
be ready to capture every photogonal moment. 1. Set up your camera In excitement to try out the new Rebel T6 or Rebel T7 lens set, you want to start taking pictures as soon as possible. However, before you start biting off the camera, take a few moments to set up the camera. Insert a fully charged battery and a new memory card (SD,
SDHC, or SDXC) into the card/battery compartment slot on the bottom of the camera. Attach the EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS II lens, removing the lens cap and body cover and aligning the white squares on the lens and camera until it falls into place. Then turn the lens until it clicks to lock it in the camera. Set the lens focus mode switch to
AF (autofocus). Set the camera switch to ON. Press the MENU button to display the menu screen. Use the cross keys (▲ISO, ▼ WB, ◀ Drive/Self-timer, ▶ AF) and set button, go through the menu options to set the date /time and language preferences. You can also set the brightness of the LCD monitor, turn on the grid display, and turn
off the beep and an automatic flash. Turn the camera mode dial to A+ (Scene Intelligent Auto). Press the shutter-release button halfway down to autofocus, and then press press the shutter button completely to take the first photo. 2. Taking pictures If you are the first DSLR user, the mode dial will help you take the best pictures when you
learn to use the camera. In A+ and CA (Creative Auto) modes, you can simply frame the subject and allow the camera to do the rest. Choose one of the special scene modes, such as portrait, landscape, sport, or night portrait, to automatically apply optimized settings depending on the conditions. When you're ready for more control over
the full range of camera functions, transform the mode dial into one of three creative zone settings: Program (P), Aeration Priority (Av), or Shutter Priority (Tv). 3. Using the viewfinder/LCD Live View screen you have two options for creating photos on your camera's DSLR: looking through the optical viewfinder and checking your LIVE
VIEW LCD monitor. On the viewfinder display in both modes, you can view the grid overlay and indicators for AF points, photo settings, and battery/memory card usage. Press the camera icon button to switch between optical viewfinder and live view mode. Julie Adair King's Canon T6/1300D camera has so many features that it can be
hard to remember what any control does. To help you organize your situation, study this useful reference to canon's external controls and exposure modes. Print out this guide, put it in your camera bag and get the upper hand when taking great photos! If you don't know the Canon T6/1300D, here's a quick guide to buttons, dials, and
other external controls. The lens shown here is an 18-55mm kit lens; other lenses may have different functions. The Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D offers the following exposure modes that you can select using the mode dial at the top of the camera. Only P, Tv, Av and M modes provide access to all camera functions. Other modes include
auto, point, and shoot modes, but some allow you to make small changes to exposure, color, and other photographic characteristics. Stay up to date with camera settings Shoot with auto mode or explore manual settings Discover keys for better images Quick way to get better photos Get ready to start taking photos you might want to brag
about. Your Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D offers great photo power along with tools to get pro-level images without pro-level know-how. This book helps you navigate camera settings and apply proven shooting techniques for better portraits, close-ups, landscapes and action shots. Insideâ€¦ eos T5. One of the biggest differences,
however, is that it offers Wi-Fi for photo sharing and camera remote control. Most other improvements, such as a faster processor, are under the hood. But the bottom line is that the T6 provides all the basic features and features you need to take great photos. In the guide below, we outlined some of the recommended steps to get the
most out of your camera. MORE: How to take great pictures with Canon T5Quick tips1. Start with P mode (auto program). Then gradually work on shooting on TV (shutter priority) and AV (aeration priority) before moving to manual (M) mode. Below is a description of each mode and when to use different options.2. Position the camera to
automatically rotate vertical images on the camera and computer. (Go to Settings &gt; Auto Rotate and select the first option with camera and PC icons.) 3. If you plan to shoot in a quiet environment, as at the wedding ceremony or in the museum, turn off the signals (Shooting Menu, tab 1).4. If possible, keep the iso at 1600 or lower to
avoid image noise.5. Press the camera icon on the right side of the viewfinder to access the live view that flips the mirror to see the scene on the LCD screen (compared to the viewfinder). For movies, move the mode dial to the movie camera icon; camera will automatically enter a live view. Then tap the camera icon next to the viewfinder
(red dot) to start or stop video recording. Canon EOS Rebel T6View DealGetting know canon T6 controls Dialconcuss mode knob is where the decision to take pictures begins. The selected mode not only determines how the exposure is determined, but also the number of other functions and controls available to the User. For example,
automatic settings (such as Auto, Portrait, Orientation, and Food) turn the most control over the camera, leaving limited options for features such as white balance. Manual control (such as program, aeration priority, shutter speed priority, and manual exposure modes) provide more options for the user and allow access to all other features
that the camera offers. Although fully automatic modes are easy to use, it is better to know - and use - what is often referred to as PASM (Program, Aerable Priority, Shutter Priority, and Manual). On the T6 mode dial, the aeral priority is marked as AV (aerary value), and the shutter priority is marked as TV (time value). P = Auto Exposure
Program: Although the program is essentially automatic mode, including the camera specifies the shutter speed and aeration setting for the scene, you can adjust these parameters in tandem. If, for example, Shutter speed is too slow to keep the camera in your hand and get a steady shot, rotate the main dial to adjust the shutter/aerary
combination until you get a faster shutter speed. Tthe Tthe automatically change the aer at the same time to ensure proper exposure. TV = Shutter Priority: In this mode, you select the shutter speed and the camera selects the aeration. If you don't have very stable hands or are using a tripod, it's best to aim for shutter speeds of about
1/125th of a second or faster, especially if you're using Live View and need to keep your camera away from your body. Using the viewfinder while shooting helps stabilize the camera because it is stiffened on the face and the arms are not outstretched. So try to shoot the viewfinder while using slower shutter speeds. To stop the operation,
use a shutter speed of 1/200 of a second or faster; to wash images such as waterfalls, try 1/60 of a second or slower. Keep in mind, however, that if you're using a flash (either a built-in or additional flash), the fastest shutter speed the camera allows is 1/200 seconds for the shutter and flash to sync. AV = Aeration Priority: The main
advantage of shooting at Aeration priority is the ability to control depth of field (as sharp images appear up close to a distance). Aperture numbers can be a bit confusing — the smaller the number (f/2.0), the larger the hole. This not only allows you to hit more light in the sensor for exposure, but also provides a shallow depth of field that is
ideal for portraits because it blurres the background and highlights the main subject. For landscapes, you need a wider depth of field, so more of the image is in focus. To achieve this, stop the hole (by dialing a higher f/stop number). M = Manual: This mode allows you to select both shutter speed and aeration. Keep an eye on the
exposure indicator in the viewfinder or LCD in Live View mode. When the mark is inside, the image should be carefully exposed. If the exposure is not to your liking, you can easily adjust the shutter speed and/or aerable to make it brighter or darker. The T6 also offers full auto mode (look for green icon A), flash-off mode when you can't or
don't want the flash to automatically appear as needed, Creative Auto mode and several scene modes such as portrait, landscape, food and close-up. Refer to the camera's user manual for full explanations of each. Keep in mind, however, that options are limited in all these modes, and one of the keys to taking great photos is to exert



control. Other important controlsT6 comes with a number of dedicated buttons that allow you to quickly adjust settings. Q: Press the Q button (located on the back of the camera) to bring up a detailed menu that allows you to change all important settings when shooting in one of the PASM.4-Way modes: By surrounding the button you can
press the arrow keys to adjust (clockwise from the left arrow) drive/self-event, ISO, autofocus (AF) and white balance (WB). How do I take a picture of a portrait? There are types of portraits, from posed to sincere. For the former, open the aerate (low f/stop number) to blur the background, emphasizing your subject rather than its
surroundings. Make sure the shutter speed is fast enough (1/125 seconds) to compensate for any movement of the camera — or object. Most people know to stay in place when their photo is taken, so they generally don't need to be reminded. If you ask them to stay in place, remember that they can freeze with not so much a look on their
face. (image credit: Theano Nikitas/Tom's Guide) When shooting a spontaneous portrait, use at least 1/200th of a second of shutter speed because the person can move while taking the photo. For this active portrait, I kept the shutter speed set to 1/1250 seconds, f/5.6 and waited for a moment of fun. I cropped the image so that it focused
more on the baby's face. (image credit: Theano Nikitas/Tom's Guide) How do I freeze an action? As we mentioned earlier, shutter speed is the key to capturing and freezing traffic. While a shutter speed of 1/200 of a second can be fast enough to capture a slow-moving child (if there is such a thing!), faster and more sudden action requires
a higher shutter speed. In this photo, I managed to freeze the action of this father-daughter duo and huge splashes of water, setting the shutter speed to 1/1250 of a second. (image credit: Theano Nikitas/Tom's Guide) Since I didn't know exactly where (or when) they would jump out of the water, set the aeration to f/5.6 to get a decent
depth of field and pre-focused on where they stood before it fell underwater. With a single shot of AF (which locks into focus once and for all, press the shutter button), I focused on the two by half pressing the shutter button and holding it in a partially pressed position and then triggering it when it jumped out of the water. You can try AI
Servo (continuous autofocus) and/or continuous shooting, too, but you found that the T6's 3-frame-per-second burst mode wasn't fast enough to catch more than one action shot. And one more thing: If you are not sure where the action will take place, reduce a little to have an extra place in the frame; you can always trim it later. How do I
create cool night photos? Although we often spend time trying to avoid blur, you can create some interesting images with free shutter speed to blur moving objects such as waterfalls or carnival rides. You almost always need a tripod because you want at least part of the image to be in focus. (image credit: Theano Nikitas/Tom's Guide) For
this carnival ride, I mounted the camera on a tripod, focused manually (move the switch on from AF to MF) and set the shutter speed to 2 seconds (2) and aerable to f/13 for better depth of field. It requires some experimentation to get exposure just right, once, depending on how much blur you want (and how dark it is), you can start with
about 1/30th of a second of shutter speed and f/8 and go from there. Using Canon T6 Wi-Fi and Camera Connect on your smartphone (available for iOS and Android) to start the shutter helps prevent some camera tremors that may occur when you press the shutter button. (See below for more information about remote shooting.) How to
shoot remotely? The Canon Camera Connect app is a great way to take photos without having to connect your hands on the camera. This is especially useful for shooting at slow shutter speeds, when even pressing a button can cause the camera to move or when you want to photograph something where your presence can be
distracting, such as wildlife. To set up a connection, follow these steps:1. Download the free Canon Camera Connect app to your smartphone or tablet. (It's available for Android and iOS devices.) 2. On page T6, go to the third tab of the Settings menu. Make sure wi-fi is set to On.3. Scroll down to Wi-Fi, and then click Connect to
smartphone. Leave your nickname as EOS T6 or enter a different nickname. Click OK.4. Select Easy Connect and click OK.5. Go to your smartphone's Wi-Fi settings and click EOST6.6. Enter your password (the encryption key number on the camera's LCD) and click Attach. A small Wi-Fi light on the back of the camera will flash when
you make calls and will show a solid green light when you're good to work. Once connected, launch the Camera Connect app on your smartphone and select Canon EOS Rebel T6 to connect. If you get lost, follow the directions on the camera's LCD and guide to an easy connection in Canon Camera Connect. Tap the remote live view
icon. This will allow you to live view the camera. The scene in front of the lens will appear on your smartphone. Depending on the exposure mode selected, several settings can be changed. These include f/stop or shutter speed, as well as exposure compensation, white balance, autofocus and driving mode. Just tap the round button on
your smartphone screen to capture the image and everything is set! Keep in mind that if you change the exposure mode on your camera, you'll need to reconnect. Best digital SLR camerasYou need a lot of megapixels? Best CamerasCredit: Canon Canon
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